The di¤erentiation between finite and nonfinite forms is among the most complex domains of grammatical description. This is probably the reason why this category plays only a marginal role in typology. Clarification is further handicapped by the tradition of school grammar, which simply copies its categories from specific languages. In order not to be trapped by this tradition, a distinction between semantic and morphological finiteness is proposed, one which makes it possible to clarify notoriously complex cases as, for example, movable predicate a‰xes in Amerindian and Munda languages, the ''finite infinitive'' in Portuguese, etc. Two areas are investigated: complex predicate formation, where auxiliary formation is distinguished from multiple finite coverbal modification; and complex sentence formation with degrees of finiteness in secondary predicates (masdar, participial and converbal constructions).
1. Finite and nonfinite -the problem 1 Questions of finiteness play a rather marginal role in theoretical discussions, not withstanding the current use of the term in linguistic publications. Where the problem is discussed, especially in typological work, there is even a tendency to do away with the term completely, as it seems to be not amenable to a theory-proof definition (cf., e.g., Koptjevskaja-Tamm 1994) . This tendency is quite understandable, as confusion between interlanguage equivalents for translation and notional clarification abounds. A rather representative example is the following from Ennaji (1985) , 2 The logic of the analysis here is easily understandable. The category of infinitival complements, as this is defined for English, has been transfered on the basis of translation to MA und MB. Once this step has been taken, it is only logical to call the verbal forms in these so-called ''infinitival complements'' (MA i-bqa, MB a-i-nZex) infinitives as well. But seen from a morphological point of view, they show morphological marking for person, aspect, and mood (in both cases SUBJ, in MA -di¤erent from MB -mood is only negatively marked through the lack of explicit marking for the indicative). Thus syntactic classification is directly transfered onto morphology. The aim of this article is to try to bring some notional clarification into this complex area, distinguishing between questions of morphology, syntactic constructions, and semantic interpetation.
To this end, the sketch of an explanatory model will be presented in Section 2. As the terminology of finiteness goes back to the grammatical theory of classical school grammar, I will show in Section 3 how the concepts introduced in Section 2 relate to this school tradition. In the following sections, this model will be tested against some diagnostically di‰cult cases for grammatical description: in Section 4, complex predicate formation; and in Section 5, complex sentence formation. Section 6 consists of some general conclusions as well as a preliminary framework accounting for the problems of finiteness in typological work.
A notional framework for analyzing finiteness
As examples (1) and (2) show, di¤erent levels of analysis of finiteness have to be distinguished: -at the syntactic level: semantic finiteness with regard to the interpretation of a sentence construction, -at the morphological level: morphological finiteness with regard to the form of the ''wording'' of a construction. These levels have been conflated in the analysis quoted: forms such as MA ibqa (1) and MB ainZex (2) are semantically nonfinite, but morphologically finite.
These notions will be defined in the following, beginning from linguistic common knowledge, so that there should be no need for going into details. 3 Semantic interpretation is bound to the utterance, whereas grammatical form will be treated at the level of sentence structure, with the sentence basis as its kernel whose interpretation can be equated with a proposition. In a very preliminary way, semantical finiteness can be defined as the condition for an independent interpretation of a sentence. Thus, semantical finiteness is related to the utterance and concerns all questions of reference, that is, the mapping of the sentence onto the context of the utterance. In the following this will be called the grounding of a sentence: the grounding sets the consequences for the action, the deictic binding (reference) of the actants of the scenario (arguments of the proposition), and the temporal anchorage of the event or the state designated by the proposition. Part of the grounding consists of further orientational devices for the hearer: for example, the thematic orientationing, marking the topic of a sentence, and the like. Thus, in a certain tradition of semantic reasoning, semantic finiteness corresponds to the pragmatic specification of a sentence, called the sentence modality in the traditional philosophy of language.
The argumentation here is structural: it looks for a general definition (in the sense of, for example, Hjelmslev), not for universals. There is no realistic (cognitive) claim bound to the argumentation. As developped so far, the di¤erentiation cannot be mapped directly onto syntactic structure: although grounding does not refer to a syntactic constituent, this does not preclude that it could be articulated 4 by syntactic constituents -this is a typologically interesting question, bound to the typological structure of a given language. Thus, the argumentation in the following does not operate with theory-specific concepts as GB's IP that can be reinterpreted in this sense. 5 On the syntactic level the sentence basis can be distinguished from its periphery. The sentence basis consists of the predicate and its actants (arguments). Its kernel is the predication, which is a semantic notion, independent of questions of word classes. As far as the grammatical form of a sentence is concerned, two types of sentence bases can be distinguished. Following Bloomfield (1933: 173) they can be characterized as qualitative predication and narrative predication. 6 The traditional terminology for this distinction presupposes universal word classes, referred to as: verbal and nominal sentences, respectively. This conflation of lexical and syntactic categorization will be discussed in Section 4; in the following, I will use Bloomfield's terms. Qualitative predication is the basis for the traditional definition of the sentence as a relation between subject and predicate, which is an exocentric construction. Narrative predication articulates an event, for which the predicate mounts a scenario, which must be situated. The predicate is the kernel of the narrative predication, which is an endocentric construction. With these distinctions, we enter language-specific structures: the general notions made use of here should help to define the structures which distinguish between the languages of the world. One introductory example might help to illustrate the terms used, taken form Pitjantjatjara (a Pama-Nyungan language of Australia): (3) shows examples of narrative predication. 7 The sentence structure is endocentric; thus a minimal sentence like (3a) may be expanded, whereby the predicate successively becomes more narrowly interpreted (3b) and (3c) 
The tradition of school grammar
The aim of the preceding comments is to come to grips with the notional core of the tradition of grammatical reasoning that can be exploited for typological research. This is to be distinguished from the concrete concepts of traditional (school) grammar, where the notion of finiteness comes from. Yet, a closer look at the school tradition can show that it is less infected by notional confusion than is often claimed in modern linguistics.
The tradition of distinguishing finite from nonfinite goes back to late Latin grammarians. Priscian (e.g., Institutio grammatica 17, 89 [1981: 157]) uses the term finire ''to define (something),'' and refers to all forms that are indefinite as ''nonfinite.'' He is primarily concerned with questions of reference; thus, for him, an utterance (containing a verb form) is nonfinite if it can be made [de] finite by adding a refering pronoun. This is apparently not the modern use of the term, which is bound to the distinction of word classes: the term ''definite'' is reserved for nominal forms, ''finite'' for verbal forms. This amalgamation of the categories finite/ nonfinite with the distinction of the word classes noun and verb, that is, the mixing of syntactic-semantic criteria with formal-morphological ones, goes back to the Stoa, that is, the philospohical project of deriving grammatical categories from the logical analysis of ''judgement'' (the structure of the proposition).
A short look at the verbal paradigm of Old Greek su‰ces to show that Greek morphology could not have been the source of the modern distinction between finite und nonfinite. This is especially evident if we look at the grammatical category most often correlated with finiteness: tense. The infinitive, nonfinite kat'exochen, participates (as well as the participle) in the Greek tense paradigm, cf. (4) Indicative Optative
There are six di¤erent markings for person, which in the indicative is accompanied by stem alternation for number. Mood is marked by a stem a‰x (q in the indicative; -iee-/-i-in the optative) as well as by the indicative marking -i in the 1S, 3S, and 3P: -m-i vs. -n (< -m), etc. Thus departing from the school tradition of Greek grammar, the personal and modal markings are designated as good candidates for the core of morphological finiteness. In Old Greek (as in most related languages) these markings are fused. In Section 5, we will see that they can be dissociated, giving way to di¤erent types of morphological finiteness.
Verb and predicate -a further step towards notional clarification
Fundamental for the tradition of school grammar is the lexical partition into word classes, especially the distinction of noun vs. verb. As we have seen in the last section, this is true of the traditional concept of finiteness as well. But the traditional concept of the word classes noun and verb is bound to a specific structure of the sentence base: it is defined only for narrative predication; where languages can (but must not) show a corresponding partition, with the specialization of verbs (or verbal stems) to mount a propositional scenario due to their valency (cf., e.g., Vogel and Comrie (2000) for discussion of these topics). The notions of Section 3 are general concepts, thus invariant for typological di¤erences, establishing a concept of predication independent of its (language-specific) lexical articulation by verbs.
A look at a languages without a syntactic noun-verb distinction (or at least a very weak one) can help to clarify the distinction. Mundari is a quite clear case, where lexical roots do not have this syntactic specialization. Of course, this does not mean that every root will show up in forms of all syntactic functions in extant texts: but nothing in the formal design of these roots hinders them from being used in all functions, cf. the examples in (6): 10 (6) Mundari roots a. buru -predicative: (1) ''to heap up,'' (2) ''to hold a fair (usually held on mountains),'' (3) ''to call something a mountain'' -complement: ''mountain'' b. oqa" -predicative: (1) ''to make a house,'' (2) ''to acquire a house,'' (3) ''to call something a house'' -complement: ''house'' c. he -predicative: (1) ''to answer in the a‰rmative,'' (2) ''to agree to something,'' (3) ''to grant something to someone'' -(Sentence particle):
Mundari does not have verbs as a form class but marks word forms for their syntactic function. Thus, main predication is marked by the a‰x -a-(PRED), to which the personal marking for the subject of qualitative predication or the main actant of narrative predication is su‰xed (-in, -e, etc., cf. (8)). With narrative predication a further participant can be marked on the predicate, which is identified by its relative position in the sentence. Thus the basic morphological structure of the predicate is the following: (7) Morpheme structure of the predicate in Mundari (facultative elements in brackets) 11
A predicate thus marked will su‰ce for narrative predication. Some examples of simple sentences in Mundari can serve as illustration. (8 In some languages, the di¤erent types of predication discussed in Section 3 are grammaticized, whereas they are ''covert categories'' in other languages. In Afro-Asiatic languages this is a very fundamental syntactic distinction. Narrative predication is articulated by a ''verbal sentence,'' as it is called in the Arabic grammatical tradition, which can be monoverbal, cf. (9a) and (9b), whereas qualitative predication must be binary, showing the binary subject-predicate pattern, in the default case articulated by a ''nominal sentence,'' as in (9c):
In Arabic there is no copula; qualitative predication is articulated through juxtapositional word order: the first element is the subject (Ar. mubtada" ''what is put first''), followed by the predicate (Ar. xabar ''what is said''). Berber has a copula, but one which is nonverbal, cf. (10a). This structure with a (nonverbal) copula is used in Arabic as well to articulate an identifying predication, cf. As forms of independent (nonelliptical) utterances, these ''nominal sentences'' are by definition semantically finite. Grounding is articulated here by default: an utterance in this form is indicative, claiming truth for the time of the utterance. All other grounding has to be openly articulated. In Arabic, this must be done by means of a verbal sentence, cf. a nonpresent claim in (11b) and a nonindicative predication in (11c) in distinction to the default case in (11a): (11) Languages such as English and German conflate the two types of predication even further; here, in addition to some minor utterance forms where the question of sentence structure is open to discussion, 13 predication must be articulated with a verbal predicate, often with a ''dummy verb'' (copula), as the translation of (11a) shows. From this grammaticization of verbal predication, a number of conceptual problems follow, such as the problematic category of subject, usually defined by the agreement with the finite form of the predicate -a void criterion in the case of nominal sentences. Thus, the dubious amalgamation of the problems of finiteness with other central grammatical categories is evident.
In Afro-Asiatic languages, verbal predication implies the markings of person and (sentence) modality, which have already shown up as the kernel of mophological finiteness in Old Greek (cf. Section 2). As there are languages that have complex morphology without any marking of person on the (verbal) predicate, sentence modality proves to be the more robust parameter of morphological finiteness, cf. the paradigm in (12) for the main predicate in Pitjantjatjara, which has a rich paradigm of sentence modality but no person marking (excluded combinations are shaded). The possible dissociation of finiteness markings can be used for defining a scale of syntactic articulation whose grammaticization defines linguistic types. This is the case with secondary predications in complex sentences, for example: -''finite clauses'' (''Nebensätze'' in German school grammar); -participial (converbal) and infinitival constructions; -adverbial and attributive modifications. This argumentation could be extended to include cases of nominalization or masdar formation. 14 The following German examples in (13) 
Finiteness in complex sentence formation
As semantic finiteness is an attribute of the sentence, propositional constituents of a sentence participate in the finiteness of the complex sentence. Participation in semantic finiteness can be marked in di¤erent ways, which is the domain of morphological finiteness, giving way to typological distinctions and especially areal phenomena (properties of Sprachbü nde).
Complex sentence formation will be understood as the syntactic expansion of an elementary construction. This can be done in a scale of degrees of syntactic expansion, which, in turn, can be articulated by degrees of finiteness, cf. (13) . The Western European linguistic area has been characterized as predominantly finite prominent (Mayerthaler et al. 1993 ): here, secondary predications tend to be expressed by (morphologically) finite verbs on a scale similar to (13) . This is the domain of subjunctive forms (often called conjunctive in traditional grammars). The grammar of Old Greek can again be used as a model, cf. the ablauting stem-a‰x in (14): (14) Verbal system of Old Greek, III: opposition indicative vs. subjunctive in the present active (stem di-do-''give:'', person marking in italics)
Indicative Subjunctive
There is considerable diversity in the languages of the world in the grammaticization of syntactic patterns for secondary predication. At least two dimensions prove useful for cross-classifying the patterns found, cf. (15) wanti-kati-pai / leave:-V/V-HAB / apu-nka hill-LOC Oi.na-n.t j a.ku / sit-SUBJ2.MA.D ''When father sees a kanjala, he will tell me, while he leaves me, that I should sit on the hill.'' Secondary predication, especially converbs, have recently received considerable attention. In this respect, Turkish is one of the languages most extensively discussed, as it shows a clear opposition between morphologically finite main predicates and nonfinite secondary predicates (cf., e.g., Haspelmath and Kö nig 1995; Lewis 1967) . But interestingly, secondary predicates can be used even with di¤erent main actants, although the secondary predicate must then be marked by a possessive a‰x as in (18b) Among the secondary predicates most prominently discussed is the Portuguese infinitivo pessoal (''personal infinitive''), a somewhat paradoxical designation which graphically underlines the need for clarification (cf. Maurer 1968). 17 As the infinitivo pessoal in (19a) shows, it is a personally marked form of the subjunctive paradigm (thus glossed here SUBJ) which is used when the actant of the secondary predication is di¤erent from the main actant, whereas in case of ''subject identity'' an infinitival construction is used, as in (19b): But what remains interesting in the Portuguese case are the etymological dynamics, which will be mentioned below, cf. Section 7.
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Morphological finiteness: complex predicates and the problem of auxiliaries
Secondary predications as expansions of complements are to be distinguished from the expansion of the predicate itself, which is traditionally termed verbal periphrasis, that is, the multiverbation of the predicate. Depending on the function of the elements of the complex predicate, two types can be distinguished:
(21) Types of complex predicates 0 Type 1: the domain of the modifying element of the predicate is the sentence basis, whereas the modified element of the predicate expresses the grounding of the sentence; 0 Type 2: the modifying element of the predicate expresses the grounding, whereas the domain of the modified element of the predicate is the sentence basis (it mounts the sentence basis by its valency). The two types of (21) are independent of the specification of (morphological) finiteness. As each element in a complex predicate can be morphologically finite or not, four structural types of morphological finiteness are possible in the case of two elements: 19 (22) It should be noted here that the four types in (22) are orthogonal to the two types of (21). In other words, each of the four types in (22) can be of either types in (21), as will become clear in the following exemples. In the following, I will call finite modifying verbs coverbs (cf. Maas 1995); auxiliaries represent a special case of coverbs (Type II in (22)). The common practice of conflating Types I and II with a generalized term ''auxiliaries'' covers interesting typological (especially areal typological) perspectives. A complex and much debated case for the question of finiteness in complex predicate formation is modern Greek, which is often mentioned as a ''prototypical'' case of the loss of infinitives (Mirambel 1959; Joseph 1983 Joseph , 1990 ). This claim depends on the definition of ''infinitive:'' in the verbal paradigm, nonfinite forms are used in complex predicates, for example, the aorist infinitives xasi (active) and xaTi (passive) in a construction with the auxiliary exo ''have,'' cf. (23) ka-n-xdPm DUR-1S-work: ''I was continously working'' e. mSi-t go:PF-1S n-t @ ii 1S-fall: ''I almost fell''
The dynamics of morphological finiteness: some borderline cases
In Section 2 we looked for the prototype of morphological finiteness in the classical school languages, and the markings of person and sentence modality qualified as good candidates. Investigation of an array of different cases showed di¤erent ways of dissociation of these markings, fused in the morphology of Old Greek.
On the one hand, there is the possibility of isolating personal marking, which can be used as the sole marking in subjunctive forms as, for example, in Portuguese (cf. (20)). A larger view of Portuguese morphology shows, in fact, the field of nominal and verbal forms polarized by their ability to articulate finite predicates, with the personal marking as pivot, cf. (27) But personal marking is not a necessary condition of (morphological) finiteness, as the example of Pitjantjatjara has shown (cf. (12)). Even in ''finite-prominent'' languages as those of the Afro-Asiatic family, nonpersonal-marked forms can be used as main predicates (thus, they are semantically finite). As the examples (9a) and (9b) show, the finite verb in Arabic can be defined in the Greek tradition by its marking for person and mood. But the elaboration of the verbal paradigm in probably all Neo-Arabic varieties has lead to the integration of a personally nonmarked form, etymologically the participle (used in secondary predication in Old Arabic). This form figures as a predicate in Neo-Arabic, without any ''auxiliary, '' 20 that is, what used to be a morphologically nonfinite form has become finite, cf. (28) Morphologically, this form is negatively marked for gender and number (F.S: maSi-ja, P: maSi-jin). As a narrative predicate it can stand alone; if the context needs disambiguating, personal reference is articulated by a pronoun, cf. (29) Forms such as maSi and rakib must be counted as finite, despite not being marked for person or modality, and a sentence thus articulated as semantically finite. Thus, what at first sight, departing from the classical paradigm of school grammar (cf. Section 3), appears to be a characteristic area feature (morphological finiteness without person marking in the Pacific area) can be found as a marginal phenomenon in other areas/ language families as well. 21
Morphological cohesion and finiteness
Implicit in the preceding argumentation is the category word: morphological finiteness presupposes the marking of a word form (classified as verb). In the case of morphological complexity, this presupposes a strong cohesion of the morphemes in question. This cohesion is evident in the verbal paradigmas of the classical school languages, but its assumption is in many languages not as evident as often assumed. Depending on individual (seldomly openly discussed) preferences, complementary analysis as complex word forms or sequences of word forms with cliticization are both possible. Three critical cases will be briefly discussed by way of illustration of the issues involved. All three cases show movable morphological elements that qualify as finiteness makers in predicates.
Mundari is such a case (cf. (7) and (8)). Multiverbated sentences obligatorily show the person-marking a‰x moved from the predicate (the last word in the sentence) to the preceding word, cf. the simple structures in (31a) and (31c) with the more complex sentences (31b) with -kin moved, and (31d) with -e moved:
(31) Mundari: a. lel-ja " -i-a-kin see:-PRES-3S-PRED-3.DU ''they both see him'' b. tisin-kin today-3.DU lel-ja " -i-a see:-PRES-3S-PRED ''they both see him today'' c. om-ad " -giveko-a-e SC:3.PAST-3P-PRED-3S ''he has given them to them'' d. gomke master dasi-ko servant-P talab-e wage-3S
om-ad " -ko-a give -SC:3.PAST-3P-PRED ''the master has given the wages to the servants''
In Mundari, the predicate is well defined (unlike the partition into word classes, cf. Section 4), so assuming tmesis of person marking in the case of multiverbated sentences makes sense. The inverse case shows up in Australian languages, where word classes are usually well defined, but (finite) verbal forms often do not show person marking, as, for example, in Pitjantjatjara, cf. (12) . Pronominal person marking is cliticized, except in contrastive cases. If the host-form of the clitic happens to be a verb form (as, e.g., in sentences with only one fully accented word), the result gives the impression of a finite verb with person marking, cf. In both cases, in Mundari as well as in Pitjantjatjara, the position of the person-marking a‰xes is governed by prosodic factors and is thus oblig-atory. A di¤erent situation is shown where the position of these a‰xes is exploited for grammatical functions, thus presenting options. This is the case, for example, in Paez in Columbia (a linguistic isolate, perhaps distantly related to the Chibcha languages). The predicate has a quite complex structure, consisting of a stem (with a somewhat unclear wordclass partition), and marking for TAM, valency, and person (cf. Jung 1984) . In the default case, these morphologically complex forms are stable; but to mark focus, person marking can be cliticized to a complement, cf. the FAC.1S su‰x -txu/-tx, 22 a‰xed to the predicate in (33a) but to a nominal complement in (33b): These cases show that the traditional typological criteria, based in morphology, are certainly useful for typological classification, but are not su‰cient for an exhaustive classification of all extant linguistic patterns. Even the distinction between morphological and semantic finiteness is only a first (necessary but not su‰cient) step towards a more refined conceptual scheme.
A proposal for the classification of morphological finiteness
As the aim of the article is to improve our methodology so as to allow us to cope better with the bewildering di¤erences between the languages of the world, I propose the following heuristic grid to analyze the morphological structure of complex predicates in a typological perspective. (34) is thus a preliminary proposal that takes into account the cases discussed symbolizing the structural relations within a predicate (ignoring di¤er-ences in word order). 23 (34) Types of predicate formation (morphological finiteness)
The classificatory gain by using a di¤erentiated grid such as (34) should be evident: -Type I represents the case of ''isolating'' languages: Vietnamese, Classical Chinese, etc., which do not show morphological finiteness. Ia is the often discussed case of the serial verb construction in these languages; -Type II represents the classical case of ''synthetic'' verb conjugation such as in Latin, Classical Arabic, etc., where IIa is sometimes used to expand the paradigm, for example, particles qad, sa in Classical Arabic. 24 This is often followed in the evolution of the language by integrating these elements as ''augments'' (''preverbs'' . . .) into the synthetic paradigm; -Type IIb represents the traditional verbal periphrasis in the European languages which has given rise to the term auxiliary. This type of modification of the predicate must be distinguished from IIc, the coverb constructions such as are found in MA and MB, with which it is conflated in most decriptive work; -Type III represents the border line cases of Section 8, which deserve a closer investigation. In most descriptive work done in these languages, the question is either ignored or the mobile a‰xes are conflated with the clitization of personal pronouns. What makes these phenomena di¤erent is their grammaticalization, either controlled by formal constraints, as in Mundari, or exploited for coding semantic information, as in Paez.
The heuristic usefulness of such a di¤erentiation is evident if it helps to discover an otherwise unnoticed correlation. An example is the correlation between the di¤erentiation in predicate formation of Types IIb and IIc with the typology of complex sentence formation. Type IIb is typical of languages with infinitives, which only have the verbal characteristic of valency and, thus, often have a morphologically finite auxiliary of TAM (English, German . . .). Coverb constructions (Type IIc) are characteristic of languages without infinitives as a means of propositional elaboration, where ''finite'' subjunctive forms are exclusively used in their place. This makes explanatory sense if we look for the genesis of complex predicates in grammaticalized structures of complex sentence formation: that is the incorporation of semantically nonfinite predicative structures into the (main) predicate, cf. (35): (35) Genesis of complex predicates
The morphological structure of the complex predicate seems to reflect this genetic path: In languages where the secondary predicate (PRED*) is nonfinite (in 35a), the modified element in the complex predicate (in 35b) is to be expected to be nonfinite as well, cf. the genesis of the the auxiliary construction (IIb) in European school languages, for example, in German, cf. (26), that is, coverbal constructions (IIc), which correspond to asyndetic complex sentence formation by juxtaposed finite verbs in Afro-Asiatic languages, cf. (1) and (2).
Conclusion
I hope to have shown in the preceding pages that questions of finiteness circumscribe an important typological domain of research, one which can be fruitfully exploited for areal typology. To do so requires that we distinguish between: -semantic finiteness, a pragmatic category of the analysis of utterances, and -morphological finiteness, the analysis of grammaticization in morphology. These questions must be separated from questions of word classes, which are orthogonal to them. A distinction of di¤erent types of predication is needed, referred to here as qualitative vs. narrative predication.
In a syntactic analysis, finiteness is problematic in di¤erent domains: -with regard to the semantic specification of the main predicate (called here the grounding of the sentence (interpretation)), which is to be distinguished from the specification of secondary predicates, where degrees of finiteness can be defined (subjunctive, converbal, and participial constructions, infinitival constructions, masdar, etc.); -with regard to complex predicates, a finer-grained analysis is necessary than the usual cover term auxiliary permits. Here, questions of morphological cohesion deserve a closer look.
19. Therefore, Klein's (1994) proposal to call the sentence-modal modifying element of the predicate ''finite,'' the modified valency-bearing element ''nonfinite'' is confusing in a typological perspective. 20. A category that does not exist in Afro-Asiatic, cf. (26) 24. qad is the preterit particle, sa the future particle.
